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INTIIODUOTION.

IN the two previous papers of this series(5,6) I have given the main
outlines of the cytology of crosses between the 1r (haploid) chromosome
species T. turgidum and the 21 chromosome species f . vulgate. It was
there shown that bhe egg-cell and pollen grain nuclei of the 7#I m a y
contain any number of chromosomes from 14 to 21, the intermediate
munbers being much the most frequent; t h a t all the egg-cells are functional, but only a limited proportion of the pollen grains. In this paper
it is proposed to give a preliminary account of the genetics of the cross,
together with a more detailed account of the genetic aspects of pollen
sterility.
After describing the wheat species turgid,e#m and wdgare I have dealt
wi.~h the general natttre of the f~ obtained when they are crossed and
with the types that are extracted from this and later generations. This
account is based on an F.a from l~ivet • Iron, of which agout 800 plants
were raised in 1921, on a complete 7#~ raised the following year, and on
various extracted types t h a t have been carried on to FG or 7#7; on other
F2's and 7#a's from the same cross and from giver • Yeoman; and
finally on the results of reciprocal back crosses made between the
(Rivet x Iron) Ft, and the (Rivet x Yeoman) F 1, and the parent forms.
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Experience of the association of type of planC with its chromosome
number has been gained by counts made for some 50 or 60 phmts,
supplemented by [,he knowledge(s} ghent the progeny of pieties with less
than 35 chromosomes will finMly settle down go the 28 chromosome
condition, while similarly plants with more Chart 35 chromosomes will
give 42 chromosome types; also by knowing that all plants obtMned by
crossing the Iv~.to tu<qidurn, will contain from 28 to 35 chromosomes, and
those from m'osses between the F 1 and vzdyare from 35 to ~12chromosomes.
in most crosses between distinct species, sCeriliCy in the F, and lager
generations makes an accurate genetic analysis impossible. In such
crosses it is nsuM to assume Chat the difference between the species ca~l
be explained on Cite basis of Mendelian factors alone, and the 5"regular
crossing results are considered as caused only by irregular chromosome
behaviom, and infertility. Much support can, no doubt, be found for
this view; and to explain sterility as the elimination of all gametes or
zygotes that diverge widely from the parental types certainly seems
reasonable. But it is often difficult to avoid the feeling that the problem
of species involves more than this; Chat the mechanism of segregation
may not be ClUigethe usual one, or Chat species characters may not be
determined by factors in quite the same way thaC the characters that
separate w~rieties are. The wheat cross we are considering here should
enable us Co gain some eMightenment on these points since all the F~
egg-cells are fertile, so that by crossing back to the parents we can
study the genetics of the egg-cells with certainty so long as we are able
to distinguish the intermediate from the type form of any character.
Fro'thor, the av, pollen is partially sterile, and we should be able to
verify the current theory of sterility by comparing reciprocal crosses
between the 2r~ and the two parent varieties. In making this comparison, the planes have been classified into types--tu~'gidum type,
.F1 type, etc.--wherever this could easily be done. This classification is
based largely on the study of certain characters ChaC wilt be indicated;
but an actual study of the mode of inheritance of these characters, and
Choir representation by factors, will be considered in a lager paper.
The following abbreviations have been used:
~I = vuZga.~'e x ~urgid,wm F~., unless the contrary is seated.
~ ? x V 4 = ~ ? x vulgc~'e 4.
~1 ? x 2 4 = ~1 ? x turgidum 4.
Y -? x ~_ # = v@a~'e 9 x F~ 4.
T ? x F_~ # = t u @ d u m ? x F~ 4.
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(a) Desc@tion of tlw s~edes.
Both species include a wide r~mge of :terms, alld reference will be
made chiefly to the forms used in this investigation and to certain
characteristics of the species that have been made the subject of genetic
study. A full account is given by Percival in his monograph(,1). From
each other the two species are sharply defined both in vegetative and
in ear characters, as well as by theh' difference in chromosome number.
With :regard to their relation to other species in the genus, vulcya~'eis well
separated from the species belonging to the same group, but t~'9";gu'm
is not easily separated from the closely related 2~. duru~n.
As before, the varieties use/[ were Igivet (2~. turgidness), and Swedish
Iron and Yeoman (both T. vulga,re). In most of the work Swedish Iron
was used as the w@a,re parent; and as the results obtained when Yeoman
was used were similar in most respects I shall not hereafter discriminate
between the two cases unless there is need.
Ear cha~'acters. In both species the ears vary greatly in density, but
very lax forms are probably only found in vulqare and on the whole it
may be said that greater ear density is a characteristic of turgidurn.
The latter always has bearded ears, bat in vulgate both beardless alad
bearded forms occttr; beardless tu~Vidu'm can readily be produced by
crossing the two species. In both species the chaff' may be rough or
smooth and the glumes red or whi~e in colour. In turgidum ~he glumes
may be grey; in q)zt~gct~'eI have not seen this colour, but Percival describes
several varieties with the glumes of various shades of grey. Rivet
(Plate XXIII, fig. 1 a) has dense ears, with rough, grey chaff. Both the
wdgare forms have smooth, white chaff, and are beardless; both are
dense eared, tilt Swedish Iron is the denser (Plate XXiII, fig. 1 c).
The shape of the glume is very important; and glumes from the
varieties under consideration are shown in Fig. 1 and in Plate XXIV,
fig. 3. The Rivet gtmne type ~s never found in T. ~)utqare, nor the
Swedish Iron type in I'. tu~'gidu~n. The prominen[ keel of the I~ivet
glume (see Fig, 1) is common to all forms ofturgidum; and though some
w@a~'e forms have a slight keel running to the base it is never well
marked, and in most forms it is practically absent froln the lower half
of the glume. All forms of vz@are have the glume inflated (Fig. 1),
while in tu,rgidu~n it is compressed as in Rivet. In both species, however,
the shape of the glares shows a fair amount of variation, probably more
in vulya~'e than in tu~'gidum, and I doubt whether there are any other
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fea~m'es of the shape that are bof,h common to all forms of the m:le
species and absent from all forms of the other; though there are sometimes other features that are found only in the one species--for example,
fhe flat top of some of the glmnes shown in Plate XXIV, fig. 1 is found
in some forms of wdga're but never in tu~'gidum. No doubt there are
many other differences that migh~ be mentioned, but these are chiefly

Fig. 1. Transverse sections through een~re of glumes ~o show keel. a, if'. t~.rqidum vt~r.
l%iveg; b, T, w@are var. Swedish Iron. le=keel, n = s e e o n d a r y nerve, k{agnifleagioh
x I2.

of a trivial nature, and though the expert can readily de~ect the fact
that differences exist, definition and description of the differences are
difficult to make.
f h e St~'aw. In Iron, Yeoman, and nearly all varieties of vzdga~'ethe
straw is straight; while in lgivet, and all o~her forms of turcfdum, it is
et~rved below the ear. In Iron, Yeoman, and nearly all wdga~'e wheats,
the straw has thin waI!s, contains very li~aglepith, and is therefore hollow
throughout its length; but in a few forms of vulga~'e it is solid. In all
forms of tzo'gidum the straw is filled with pith (solid), or is solid at ~he
top with a small lumen in the lower parts; l%ivet is of the Iatgsr class.
It should be mentioned, however, that crosses between tu~'gidum and ~he
closely related 28 chromosome species T. du,rum, which also has a solid
sfraw, give forms with the straw less solid than ~ha~ of either parent(l/.
As with all other tuq'gidum forms, the straw of l%ivegis stender, especially
just below the ear, and very tough and pliable; it is circular i~ crosssection, but the surface is ribbed due to bands of fibres that run longi-
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tudinalty down it (Fig. 2). In v,M,ga~~ it has a greater diameter, is neither
so Bough nor so pliable, and is more elliptical in cross-section, with a
smoother s~a'face owing to the absence of the ridges of fibres.
Lec~fd~a~'ac~e~'s. According to Percival(~) one of the most i m p o r t a n t
characters to be considered in assigning the various wheat forms to their
appropriate species is the arrangement of the hairs on the young leaf.

)

.pzth ~

pith

a.

~~

pith

~

pith

b.

~'ig. 2. Par~. of transverse sections of straws, a, T. t~rgid~m var. I%iveg; b, T. wdgare
vat. Swedish Iron. e=epidermis, c/d.=degenera~ed chlorophyllous tissue, v.b.=vascular bundle. The shaded portion consists of fibres. I n I%ivet, ridges of fibres run
longifiudinally down the straw opposi~e the vascular btmdles.

I have accordingly paid some attention to this character, but here it
will be enough to mention that tu<qid,~mand vzdga~'eshow a constant
difference in this respect: a fuller description of the character and the
way in which it is inherited will be given in a later paper.
In shape, the older leaves of Rivet are narrower, longer, and more
pointed than those of Iron; they are also of a more greyish green, as
distinct from a bluish green colour, but this difference can only be seen
easily when the two varieties are grown side by side in bulk. These
differences are inherited in the manner of specific differences, as will be
shown later, but I am uncertain to what extent t~he two species can be
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differentiated in this way, and eer~Mnly narrow-leaved forms of vulga're
a]:'e c o m l n o n .

(b) The Y2 a~d the extracted types.
The F 2 from the species cross is extremely variable, contMning new
forms unlike either parent or any other knowll wheat variety; and,
judged by ability to produce grain, shows every gradation from complete fertilityto complete sterility. F~:om the behaviour of the chromoseines i~ should be possible %0 view the genetic results as :falling into
two classes. On the one hand the 1~ tu~y/idum chromosomes pair with
14: :from wdq~o'e and, so ~!ar as can be told, segregate normally; here
therefore normal Nendelian inheritance should resut% perhaps wi~h
complications if any of the. faeto~.s have an inflnence on sterility. In the
case of the other 7 vulcjarechromosomes, however, we have a very
different result. These are distributed at random to the gametes, and
the latter, by their union, produce F~ zygotes with any number of chromoacmes from 28 to ~2, though not in every possible combination(< ~). The
genetic effects we have to consider are two: frcs% the effects pro&teed
on 28-clu'omosome plants by adding random selections of from 1 up to 7
of a single set of the extra vzdgare chromosomes, producing thereby
plants with from 28 to 35 chromosomes; secondly, by increasing the
chromosome nnmber of a plant from 35 to ~2 we merely change She
extra chromosomes fl'om ~he univalent to the bivalent condition--we
do not add anything new. The effect of tMs addition of chromosomes
to a 28-chromosome plant will be, we must suppose, to modify the
various characbers of the plant, and probably to make it more like

~OZg~ft?'e.
These expectations are-borne out by an examination of the/#~. It
is clear that some pairs of characters show iglendelian inheritance, though
it will be shown later that complications occur; and so we get new
combinations of existing characters in the usual way, bug this process
reqtfires no special eommen~ and will not be considered further. Of
the new types that appear in ~ some no doubt owe their existence to
the possession of various numbers and combinations of the 7 extra
cl~.omosomes; but these will not breed true, since no plants breed true
to an intermediate number of chromosomes: plants with less than 35
chromosomes never give offspring with more cM-omosomes than ~hey
themselves possess, and the number 28 is attained fairly rapidly; while
plants with more than 35 chromosomes never give offspring wi~h less
chromosomes than they have themselves and the number 42 is reached
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sooner or later. It is possible that to this cause must be assigned the
fact that so far I have been unable to isolate a fairly common new type
t h a t is ch~raeterised by having remarkably narrow gl.umes.
It can be stated a,s a matter of experience t h a t plants with more
than 35 chromosomes resemble ~ulga~'erather t h a n turpidu~'n; such plants
will therefore only give 'wdgare-like plants when bred from, and, with
the attainment of 42 chromosomes, pure breeding forms that can be
assigned with complete confidence to the spedes vul,gare can be obtained.
Similarly, plants with less than 35 chromosomes are more like turpidu,m;
they give only t'urgi&~m-like plants, and eventually true breeding 28
chromosome forms, undoubtedly turgidu'rn in their oh.stackers, are obtained. Finally, any plant with 35 chromosomes behaves cytologically
like the /v1 and gives both vulcjare and t~t'rgidum types amongst its
offspring.
In this description of F2, and later types, a relation between chromosome number and type--turcjidum or vu~pare--has been stated. It is
important now to trace more exactly how close this assodation is. From
what was said in describing the species it appears that Mthough the
parent forms are very different, and the species to wMeh they belong
are well defined, yet there are very few characters that are always found
in one species and never fmmd in the other; and if we consider a far
larger number of characters than are mentioned here this stilI hoIds
good, though no doubt the more closely we searched the more we should
find. Probably the two most valuable diagnostic characters are the leaf
hair arrangement, and the keeled or rounded gtume; and of these two,
while the former remains associated with chromosome number when
the species are crossed, the second does not: we can easily obtain roundgtumed, 28-chromosome, tutti&tin types t h a t breed true. Hence; the
fact that a character is absolutely confined to one species and not
~ormally fom~d in the other is no guarantee t h a t ig cannot be transferred
by crossing. Also, we must ask what justification we have in calling
an extracted 28-chromosome plant a tu~'cjidurn when it no longer has
some of the typical turpidum characters. Aside from the leaf hair
eharaeter~,whieh is absolutely associated with chromosome number, as
are some other less easily defined characters, the justification for this is
t h a t many characters that are associated with the partieuIar varieties
used as parents, rather than with the species, may also be associated
with chromosome nnmber. For example, though all a~'pi&~ns have a
solid straw the character does not absohttely define the species, since
in a few 'vu~qare forms the straw is solid; but we cannot produce a solid-
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strawed 'wdga,'~'e by crossing t~<qidf,~n wJ~h the hollow-strawed Iron; so
in t:he cross 6his character has diagnostic value. Since other charae~ez's
that are not necessarily specific also behave in tiffs way the types we
extrac~ from the species cross are not difficult to classify if we examine
them critically.
Because of ~he association with chromosome nmnber, the frequency
with which vzdgaqe-like and t~o'9i&~n-tike types will appear in .F~.clearly
depends both upon the frequency with which the unpaired chromosomes
are lost dm'ing the reduction divisions of the 2g~(5/, and upon the
selective action of sterility on pollen grains with different numbers of
chromosomes; to a tess extent it may also be ildfueneed by the nongermination of some grains. Probably in all crosses between members
of the 28 and 42 chromosome groups there is loss of chromosomes at
reduction, and consequently megaspores and microspores with 14, 15
chromosomes are more frequent than those with 21, 20 (for details
see earlier papers). For this reason, provided no other )'regularity
obscm'es the resul% plants with less than 35 chromosomes--twrgidzm~4ike
plants--will outnumber in xv2 the plants with more ~han 35 chromosomes
--wdgm'e-like plants; and the greater the loss of ctromosomes at redue~ion the grea~er will be the numerieM preponderance of the :former
class. In the Swedish Iro~ • l~iveg cross an excess of t~q'gidwr,~ types in
/#~ oecm's in this way; and in other wheat species crosses it is possible
that a much heavier loss of chromosomes migh~ entirely prevent the
reappearance of the species with the higher chromosome number unless
a very large P2 were grown. Bnt the frequency of the types in aV~ also
depends upon the relative efficacy of polIen with high and with low
chromosome numbers. In the Swedish Iron • l~ive~ cross there does
not appear to be any marked difference here; but there is evidence ~hat
in some crosses the greater fertility of pollen grains with the higher
chromosome numbers might cause a preponderance in/#~ of the higher
chromosome type of zygof,e, and of course the opposite might be the
case and this type would be still, further diminished.
In the above description the simplest possible type of behaviour has
bee~ assumed. Exceptions might occur if a t,zcq'gidz~m chromosome paired
with one of the ~dcja','e chromosomes that normally remain unpaired,
instead o~ with i~s usual homologne; other irregularities are also possible.
After this brief account of the species and the nature of the F., we
shall go on to describe the back-crosses that have been made between
the F, and the two pare~t forms, and the bearing of these results on the
question of pollen sterility.
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~] I{AIN GEI{MINATION.

A knowledge of ~he germination of ~he grains obtained from ~he
reciprocal back-crosses between F 1 and the parent species is important
in connection with the later genetic studies and will be given here in
addition to data for other crosses which throw some ligh~ on the canse
of bad germination.
Nany investigators have commented on the poor germination of
grains derived from crosses between species of the second (28-chrmaosome) and third (42-chromosome) wheat groups, but so far as I am aware
f)he fact tha~ reciprocal crosses give markedty different results has not
been recorded. No doubt the amom~t of germination depends to some
e~en~ upon conditions, bu~ at Cambridge ~he experience of several
differen~ years shows tha% whatever the species employed, the grains given
by ,12-chromosome ? x %-chromosome ~ germinate well and those from
the reciprocal cross badly. This is illustrated by the following results:
TABLE
Cross

Kulgare ~ x turgidum ~

t(2)

~3

22

]1924

~(1)
I (2)
1 (1)
/(2)

43
58

29
~6

34:
51
20
1~

((1)

17
21
11
6

15
17
9
6

~(2)

22

19

[(3)

lO

< 1926
1924
1924

t1926
1926
Total

TABLE
Cross

11
277

I0

9
10
233 = 8 4 %

IL

Year
sown

No.
sown

No.
germinated

((i)

~5

19

1923

/(2)
~(3)

17
17

6
7

1192~

j(1)

3o
38

lo

Tzo'gidum ~. • vul,qare ~
Dicoscum ~ x vulgare c~
Persicum ~ x vulgate ~
Turgidum o x Spelta ~
Duru~n ~. xS'pel~a ~

10

No.
germinated

~(1)

Vulgate o x persicum c~
Spelta .9_x turgidum c~

No.
sown

I923

t 192.5
Vulgare o x dicoccum ~

I.

Year
sown

1(2)

12

1923
10
7
1924
23
1
192~
35
16
1926
14
9
TotM
229
87=38 %
I n both ~,ables the numbers (1), (2), etc. mean ghag different varieties of one or the
other species were used as parents in the different e~ses.
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The difference between the two series is well marked despite the
wide range of species used. Now, according t~o genetic theory the
embryos in reciprocal crosses are ideneica,1, and in none of the above
cases have i been able to detec~ any differences between the growing
plants. Bug the endosperms in the two series differ widely: instead of
being triploid for all chromosomes, they are diploid or haploid for the
extra chromosomes of the 42 species according go whether one of these
species is the mother or the father; the actual nmnbers being 56 and 49
resl~ec~ively. I:f we call the exi;ra 7 chromosomes of the ~i2 group species
the 7 V-chromosomes, germination is good--bug probably not quite
perfect--when the 7 V-chromosomes are presen~ in the diploid state,
and bad when they are presen~ in ~he hapIoid sta~e. That 1~hedifference
in germination is due t o t h e endosperm is eonfirnied by ~he fact ~hat
the grains from the first series are well filled, though small *, and differ
conspicuously from those 6f the second series which are always very
wrinkled (badly filled).
Now if we press the matter fie'thor we find that in the reciprocal
back crosses between (wdyare x turgiclum) f 1 and the parent forms we
find the same sgabe of affairs: germination is good in the two crosses
that give endosperms with the 7 V-chromosomes either diploid or triploid, but bad i~ some of them are only haploid.
TABLE
Cross
T u r g i d u ~ ~) x F i c~
Vulgate ? x F i ~
F i ~ x lurgi&~m ~
F z 0 x wdgare c~

Ill.
Gr~ins
smwa
37

37
~2
54

GrMns
germinated
24
35
38
33

The chromosome combinations in the endosperm can readily be
worked out. It wiII be seen, for exampIe, that in. the cross Fi ? •
tuTgidum ~ the polar nuclei of the F 1 may contain any number from
0 to 7 of the 7 V-chromosomes but, whatever the number, the fusion
of the two nuclei renders them diploid; but in F 1 9 x vulc2are c? the
pollen grain always introduces all the 7 V-chromosomes, and since the
polar nuclei each may contain only say 1, 2 or 3, etc., of these then
6, 5 or 4, etc., of the 7 V-chromosomes will be present in the haploid
state in the triple fusion imcleus. The fern" reciprocal back-crosses
therefore fall within the generalisation given above.
i From records made in one year ig appears, as would be expected, fhag similar small
grains are obtained from V ~ x / ~ c~ when 14= chromosome gamefies have functioned;
17-21 chromosome gametes give l~rger, normat sized, grains.
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Here again confirmation is supplied by the fact that germbmtion is
bad in those crosses that give wrinkled grains. Critical examination
suggests that there may be some seasonal variation in amount of
wrinkling, but the cross /~ 9 • V d always gives wrinkled grains;
T ? • F~ d, which is considered in detail later, always contains some
grains tlhat are very wrink]ed; the other two crosses show some variation, but wrinkling is always slight, and in some cases the grain from
these crosses compared favourably with well ripened samples from pure
lines.
Finally, evidence to the same effect is given by a detailed, examinat~ion
of the cross T ? • F~ 3. In the year 1925 grains from this cross were
classified into wrinkled and not wrinkled and sown separately with the
following results :
Sown
Germinated
Wrinkled
22
11
Nob wrinkled
15
13
Though some of the former class were very wrinkled, in others the
wrinkling was less marked. Bad germination has affected the wrinkled
class almost entirely. Now this class gave 8 plants known to have 31
chromosomes or more, @ore direct counts; 1 believed to have 31 or more
from genetic evidence (see later), and only 1 with 28. The other class,
which germinated well, gave 6 ]?lungs known to have 28 chromosomes;
2 known to have 28 or 29; 4 believed %0 have 28 on genetic evidence;
and only 1 with 31 chromosomes. Evidently we can classify oar grains
for number of chromosomes (either 28, or from 31 to 35), almost with
certainty, simply by examining them for wrinkling: only two mistakes
were made out of the 24 grains that germinated. Fttrthermore it certainly seems to be grains that possess haploid chromosomes t h a t fail to
germinate. It is true that the embryo, as well as the endosperm, have
these chromosomes i.n the haploid cm~dition, but this also applies to
most of the embryos @om the reciprocal cross--F 1 9 x T 3 - - a n d these
grains nearly all germinate.
We are forced to conclude that it is the endosperm, t h a t is primarily
responsible for the bad germination in. all these crosses; t h a t failure
arises when some chromosomes are present in the endosperm, in the
haploid condition; and that germination is good if all chromosomes are
present in the endosperm in the diploid or triploid condition. In reaching
this conclusion we should not be led to think that the constitution of
the embryo is without influence on germination: it seems highty probable that success or failure depends on the relations of embryo and
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endosperm to each other. If we examine the series of creases for
28 ~? • ~-2 6. we find a significant variation from cross to cross; and this,
together with other evidence that it is hoped to present in a later paper,
suggests that the factorial composition of the embryo may be an important factor.

T~s/~i Poh~ss.
It was shown in the earlier papers that about 20 per cent. of the
Ft pollen grains a,re completely or partially empty; and tlhat of the
total pollen only a tow proportion--from 5 to 30 per cont.--germinates
on the stigmas. The development of the pollen from the mierospores
and the connection between chromosome number and pollen sterility
wilI here be described.
Shortly after the reduction divisions are completed the microspores
enlarge rapidly and the characteristic pollen grain wail is laid down
(Fig. 3). In the grMns that develop normally the nucleus then dJ.vides,
while the cytoplasm gnd its inclusions are still scanty, and the two
daughter nuclei travel to opposite sides of the young pollen grain
(Fig. 4). The cytoplasm then begins to increase in volmne, but before
.the pollen grain is completely fall the smaller of the two nuclei divides
to form the two mMe gametes (Fig. 5). In the mature pollen grain filling
is complete. The development of other microspores is abnormal in that
it may cease altogether at any stage after that of Fig. 3 (Figs. 6 and 7),
so that a ripe anther besides containing normal well filled pollen grains
contains grains that are still at any of the stages from that of Fig. 3
onwards; in addition there are grains that are empty or with their
contents disorganised, due to degeneration setting in at any stage of
development (Fig. 7). As the pollen germination tests have shown that
some apparently perfect grains do not germinate on the stigma (a), while
others probably only protrude the tip of the pollen tube, and furthermore other results s~ggest that the tubes from some grains do not grow
very far or grow slowly, it seems that it is possible to trace a oomptete
series between a mJcrospore that ceases development at the stage of
Fig. 3 and a pollen grain by means of which fertiUsation is accomplished.
Ig has been concluded earlier that this sterility is selective with respect
to the number of chromosomes contained, parental numbers functioning
most and intermediate numbers more rarely, and this has been confu'med by counting the chromosomes in the plants obtained from crosses
between the Y1 pollen and the two parent forms.
NateriM was provided by 37 grains from the cross Ix.on ? • (]%ivet x
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Iron Ivy) d, and by 37 grains h'om Igivet ? x (Rivet x Iron )~'J & We
have seen (p. 38~) ~hat in the former cross no error arises fl.om b a d
grain germination; alxd from the 35 graius that germinated 31 plants
were harvested (one plant died fl'om injm'y caused by wheat butb fly,
Hylmnyia coag'ctata,and in three plants the only ear was fixed for a chromo-

Figs. 3-7. Drawn with the gid of camera luoida, magnification • 700. :Figs. 3-5. Normal
development of pollen grain from mierospore. Figs. 0 alld 7. Abnormal development,
The grains shown were from the same anther as the pollen grain of :Fig, 5, which
represents the s~age reached by most of the pollen in the anther. In Fig. 6 development has been arrested at the s~age of Fig. 3. In Fig. 7 degeneration has set in after
the stage shown in Fig. 4 had been reached. In an ordinary variety of wheat all
~he po}len grains develop concurrently.

some count) and the chromosomes of 19 were counted. In the second
cross it has been shown (p. 385) t h a t bad germination has increased
the relative proportio~a of 28 chromosome plan~s obtained; 24: pla~ts
were obtained fl'om the cross, and the chromosomes of 17 of these were
eotmged. In all cases care was taken to ensttre that the plants ~ o m which
successful counts were obtained represented a random selection from
the whole; experience shows t h a t serious error could, ensue if this precaution were not taken. The restflts given for each cross are the sum
Journ. of Gem xv~z
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of the results obtained in two successive years. Those for F1 pollen
were obtained from Iron x Rivet Fi, and those for F 1 egg-calls from
Yeoman x ].~ivet F 1. Most of the counts are accurate; those t h a t are
less certain are given separately and are probably all correct within one.

TABLE IV.
Frequency of/~i g~me~cs with the various
possible chromosome n u m b e r s
2,

t

~Acourat~e
fPurgi&~m .9. x F 1 d~ [ Apprmdma~e

Vulgate 9 x F i c~

Total
~Accurate
[Approximate
Total

Total from two crosses
~i ~ X l~trgidu~ c~

h

146
1

15
0
1

16
0
0

17
2
0

18
2
1

19
1
0

20
2
0

21
1
0

Total
14
3

7
4
2

1
2
0

0
0
0

2
0
1

3
1
1

1
t
0

2
1
3

1
2
1

17
11
8

6

2

0

1

2

1

4

3

19

13
2

3
4

0
2

3
1

5
1

2
1

6
0

4
0

36
11

The results are enough to show that the effect of sterility is to favmtr
the functioning of pollen grains that have or approach the parental
numbers, and to cut out those with intermediate numbers. The expectation for the egg-cell frequency was a binomial distr.ibution with the
mode probably at 16 (see earlier papers for a fuller discussion). A discussion of the agreement between the observed and expected frequencies
for the egg-cells can best be left until more counts have been made, and
for this reason an estimate of the proportion of pollen grains t h a t are
eliminated will not yet be given.
Table IV does not show any very definite difference between the
frequencies for F i pqllen functioning on the turgidum and the vulgate
parents respectively; nor does indirect evidence suggest t h a t any decided difference exists. The plants obtained from V 9 x /?~ c~ can be
classified on genetic evidence (see later, p. 390) into two groups: those
with 35 or 36 chromosomes, and those with from 38-42. The value so
obtained for the ratio fertilisations by 14 or 15 chromosome pollen : fertiHsations by 17-21 chromosome pollen is 11/22 = 0.50. For the cross
!/7? x 2~1 ~ the same ratio is best found by classifying the grains obtained
into wrinkled and not wrinkled (see p. 385) when we have the value
15/22, a difference t h a t m~y easily be due to errors of sampling. Some
counts given by Kihara(a) suggested that ia some crosses a decided
difference might exist.
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(~-ENETIC ASPEOTS OiP ~)OLLEN STEI~ILITY.

Direct observations have shown t h a t the development of a pollen
grain may be arrested at ally stage, and t h a t apparently sound grains
may not germinate. There is so far no proqf of different rates of growth
of pollen, tubes, but in view of the m a n y cases where tlfis has now been
reported for other plants :it seems quite likely that it occurs in these
partially sterile wheat hybrids as well. In the future it may be found
that no real distinction can be drawn between these phenomena, but
whether this be so or not they must be considered he:re as one since
none of the available evidence allows us to discriminate between tl~eir
effects, and in the subsequent discussion I include these different possibilities when the term sterility is used. A further possibility that should
be remembered is selective fertilisation, by which I mean that genetically
different egg-cells of one and the same plant might exert a differential
attraction on genetically different male gametes. I am not aware that
this has ever been proved to ocettr, and so far I have no evidence pointing
directly to its occuxring in these crosses, but it is possible that more
extensive data might revealit. It could not of course affect the actual
back crosses but woNd, if it occurred, affect the composition of the
following generation.
We have seen that sterility ~ends to cut out the pollen grains with
intermediate chromosome mtmbers. Since all the _F, egg-cells are fertile,
the gene~ic effect of this sterility can be ascertained by comparing
reciprocal crosses between the F~ and the parent forms. In making these
comparisons no attention will be paid, at present, to characters that
clearly depend on a single Mendelian factor and have no special association with. either of the parent species; or to certain characters whose
inheritance is dealt with elsewhere {7>. We shall confine ourselves, instead,
principally to some of the characters t h a t are used in diagnosing f,he
species. For the sake of greater simplicity we shall describe only those
crosses in which Swedish Iron was the variety of vzdga~'e used: the results
obtained with Yeoman were similar in principle.
Germination of the grains obtained fl'om the crosses has been given
already. By examining the results given by the clifferent crosses it will
be seen that the poor germination of grains from E i ? • V c~ and from
T ? x F~ d' cannot have affected in any essential way the conclusions
reached.
We shall first compare the two crosses V ? • -Fi d and F i ? • g ~.
To summarise it may be said that when/#1 is the male parent the plants
26-2
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obtMned fall readily into two groups: plants like the F~. (F group,
8 plants), and plants like vulgate (V group, 22 plants). All plan~s found
to have 35 chromosomes fell into the F group, and all plants with from
38 to 42 chromosomes into the V group; of the two plants with 36
chromosomes only one gave an ear and this wilI not at present be
considered. When, on the other hand, JY~ is the femMe parent no such
clear separation into two groups is possible and the plants (29 in all)
tend on the whole to be intermediate between fl. and w@a're. Under
each of the headings that :follow we have therefore to consider three
groups of plants: (1) V group, (2) F group, and (3)/~'1 ? • V d'; (1) and
(2), of course, both come h'om the cross V ? • ~ 4.
(a) In vigour, height, and size of ears, f)he plants h'om the three
groups differ strikingly. Some of the V group plants equal the vv,l.qar
parent in these respects, and all m a y be classed as fi'om moderate t~o
good; F group plants are poor; plants from Y~ 9 range from poor to
moderate.
(b) The fertility of the plants was measm'ed by counting the total
number of grains set in the lowest two flowers of all the spikelets of a
single ear. Thus in an ear with 20 spikelets 4-0 flowers were examined,
and if these gave 20 grains the fertility was 0.50. In each plant one
ear had been enclosed in a paper bag to prevent out-pollination, and it
was the fertility of this ear that was meam,red. The same method of
measmcing fertility was given in an earlier paper (~). The results were:
Prop0r~ion of grains
TogM
No. of
0 . 0 - 0 . 2 0.2-0.4 0.'4-0.6 0.6-0.8 0.8-1.0
plants
No. of plants Y1 ~ x V c~
4:
7
8
6
4
29
,,
V ? x Y 1 c~
4,
5
2
2
13
26*
* Owing ~o oversigh~ ~he fertility of four of ~he V group pianos from V ? x i~1 c~ was
hog measured.

On the whole the plants from the first cross tend to have an intermediate amount of fer~ilifiy, and those from the second cross either a
high or a low fertility. In the latter cross it is the iV group plants that
are more s~erile, and the V group plants that are more fertile:

No. of pl~n~s F group
,,
V ,,

0.0-0'2
3
1

Proportion of grains
-~
0.2-0.4 0.4-0-6 0.0-0.8
4~
I
0
1
1
2

~
0.8-1.0
0
13

Total
No, of
plan~s
8
18

The difference here is very marked, but a few plants t h a t closely resemble wdga,re have a low fertility; this will not be discussed further
at present.
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(c) Plate XXIV, figs. 1 and 2, shows single glumes taken from a representative selection of the plants obtained from the two series of crosses,
one glmne per plant. The plants selected i{~cN.de all plants harvested
in 1925 from/~1 ? • V d (none of those harvested in 1926); all F group
plants, whether harvested in 1925 or in 1926; and most of the V group
plants harvested in the two years, those not included being similar to
those that are included. Before comparing these glumes it must be
explMned that glume shape is greatly influenced by the factor K which
gives the keel to the ghime of turgidum ((% where ig is shown that
turgidum is KK and. wdga~'s /c/c), so in Plate XXIV, the glmnes are
shown, classified for this factor. The effect of K is, besides giving the
keel to the g!ume, to flatten the face of the ghime (not readily seen
in the Plate), to give it a flatter top or shoulder, to increase its thickness,
to increase the development of the lateral nerves, to give a collar at the
base (the collar is not shown in. the Plate), and to increase the laxity
of the ear. If, now, we examine/& glumes fl'om V ? • /vl 3 we find that
those of the V group are nearly all typical of vulgate, and differ from
those of the /~ group chiefly by being flatter on the face and with a
flatter top; while K/s glumes of the two groups differ equally clearly,
the most obvious differences being the flatter face, fla'tter top, and
better developed lateral nerves of those of the V group. In fact the
difference between the two groups is similar to the change produced
by the factor K. Turning now to the gkunes from the reciprocal cross,
F I ? x g & we find that on the whole they tend to be intermediate
between the ~ group and V group types, and while they resemble
vulgate on the whole, few, if any, can be regarded as typical of that species.
(d) All F group plants had grey chaff, while alI but one of the
Y group plants had the chaff white or red.
(s) Ear density is greatly influenced by the presence or absence of K,
but allowing for this all ears of /~ group plants are. distinctly denser
than those of the V group, though the latter show variation in density,
and some are fairly dense. Plants from/#1 ? • g ~ are more dill.cult to
separate into two groups; most are fairly dense, some as dense as F group
plants, and few lax like the V group.
( f ) Classification for solid and hollow straw was difficult to make in
these crosses, as there is an appreciable amount of fluctuation from
tiller to ~iller of the same plant, and the /~1 i~self, though having a
distinct lining of pith, is much closer to vulgate than to t~rgidum. It
was possible to dis~ingNsh, however, a grea~er amount of pith in ~he
F group as a whole than in the V group. In other straw characters it
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was possible to detect more tu~'gidu,m influence in the progeny of
-P1 9 x V 8 than in V group progeny. In comparing straws of l)hese
two groups 0f plants judgment is influenced by diameter (greater in
vulga~'ethan in tzo'gidum), colour, whether circular (tu~'yidum) or el]ipgieM
(vul,ya~'e), and by ~he texture of the surface, which in its turn is mainly
influenced by the degree of development of the longitudinM bands of
fibres found in tu~'yidum straws and not in 'vv,19a~'e. Judgment of straws
is not easily carried out on individuM plants unless differences are very
well marked, which is no~; the case in the plants under discussiom
(g) The progeny of the ~hree groups of plants show well marked
differences. /# group plants alt have 35 chromosomes in those cases
where a count has been made. As would be expected t;herefore they
behave like the 2~ in giving very variable progeny, including plan~s
that are mainly tu~gidi~m-like as well as plan~s t h a t are more like vuI,gaxe;
the progeny also lack vigmtr and are highly sterile. The progeny of
V group plants, a p a r t from segregation for a few characters such as
rough and smooth chaff, are strildngiy uniform in ear and in foliage
characters, and are verysimilar ~o w@are; while m.any closely resemble
the variety of wdga~'e used in making the crosses. The progeny of
E i ? x V 8 were, as a whole, much more variable than the V group,
less vigorous, less fertile, and showed stronger ~raoes of tu,'gidum in the
characters dealt with above.
The reciprocal crosses between tu~'gidum and F1 will now be considered. As before we have three groups of plants to consider: (1) Plants
from f 9 x J~l 8 that resemble turgi&~m (T group, I3 plants); 8 plants
known to hav6 28 or 29 chromosomes fell into this group. (2) Plants
from the same cross in which ~raoes of vu/gafe eotfld be detected
( f + group, 10 plants); the nine plants known to have from 31 to 35
chromosomes fell into this group. (3) Plants h'om F 1 $ x f &
(a) In vigoua" the plants from F i ? x T 8 vary from poor to good;
few, if any, are as vigorous as the most vigorous plan~s from the reciprocal cross. In ~he latter, the T group are all vigorous, though varying
rather in amount; many of the pIants in the f + group are very lacldng
in vigour but a few are fairly vigorous.
(b) The resNts for fertiligy were:

No. of p l a n t s / ~ 1 ~- x T c~
,,
T ~ x F 1 c~

r
0'0-0'2
11
0

P r o p o r t i o n of g r a i n s
~
0 ' 2 - 0 ' 4 0"4-0'6 0-6-0'8
~t
4
6
4
2
7

ToLal

a
0'8~1'0
5
I0

No. of
plan~s
30*
23

* I n a few plan~s no ear was bagged. The f e r t i l i t y of ~hese is no~ g i v e n here.
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On the whole the first cross gives low or i~ltermediate fertility, while
F~ ~ gives intermediate or high fertility. In this latter cross the plants
that resemble turgidu,~ (T group) are the more fertile, while the plants
of abnormal type or with well marked culture influence (T+ group) are
more sterile:

No. of plants T

group

r
0.0-0.2
0

,,

,,

0

T +

Proportion of grahls
a
0.2-0.,1 0.d~0.6 0.6-0.8
0
0
3
4-

2

~

~
0.8-1.0
9

To~M
No. of
ptangs
12

i

i0

(c) The glumes are shown in Pla~e X~KIV, figs. 4 and 5, and within
each group are classified into K K and Kk. CJonsidering the KK series
first, it is remarkable that att glumes from T ? • /~ ~ are very similar
to the parental turgidum and show little or no trace of vulgate influence,
with the single exception of the large glume third from the right in the
row, which shows this influence strongly in the flat top, weli developed

Fig. 8. Straws, cut at 3 inches below ~he ear to show degree of solidity, a, T + group
plants from the cross turgidum ~ x ~1 ~; c, T group plants from the same cross;
b, ptangs from the cross Fz ~- x t~ergidum ~. One sgr~w per piing. ~[agnific~,tion x g.

lateral nerves, and flat face. t n E t ? x T @ at least 6 gtumes out of 16
resemble turgid~m closely, and in the rest it is di~cult to see features
that can be attributed to w@are. In the Klc series on the other hand
it is possible to see vulga,re influence, chiefly the flatter top, in varying
degrees in the T+ group, and to a smaller extent in some of the glumes
from~?•
2~.
To sum up, w@are influence appears in the gNm.es of only one K K
plant from either of the reciprocal crosses between turgidum and ~ ,
this needs explanation and will be discussed in a later paper. In Kit
plants, however, it still holds good that the cross 2 ~ x/P~ c?gives two
groups of pint,re--the T group like tu~'gidum, and the T+ group showing
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traces of vulya~'e; while .l~t 9 >," I' 6' gives a number of plants showing
vulgate braces and less easily separable into two gronps.
(e) Moderately lax ears are found only among KK plants of the
T + group and a few plants from F i 9 that had traces of other vulga~'e
characters.
( f ) Allowing for fluctuation, the straws h'om T group plants were
distinctly more solid than those from the T + group (of. Fig. 8),
and most of the lat~er approached the lei in hollowness. _Fi ?- x T 8
gives a few plants with solid straws; most are more or less hollow, but
few are as hollow as the F,. The straws were compared by examining
them at 1 inch and at 3 inclies below the ear. _Rivet is always solid, at
the first of these points and at the second, if not quite solid, which it
usually is, has only a v e r y smM1 lumen.
(g) Progeny. The most uniform families came h'om T group plants,
and those from T § group were variable. Some families from _Fi 9 were
variable, but some were fah'iy uniform.
It was shown earlier in this paper that the functional pollen from
wdgare x turgi&~mF~ fails into two classes with regard to chromosome
number: pollen with 14 chromosomes (and perhaps a few with 15), and
pollen with from 17~-21 ehromosom.es. In the two series of back crosses
we have just been studying we have seen that 14 chromosome pollen
carries mainly turgidum cha,rae~ers, and 17-21 chromosome po]len mainly
vulgate characters. On the other hand the _g1 egg-ceils, which, have chiefly
intermediate chromosome numbers, tend to be intermediate genetically
between tu<qidum and qmlgafe. To some extent this effect m a y be
attributed to the characters that distinguish vzdgaq'e from turgidum
being determined by the extra 7 vulgate clu'omosomes, but an alternative
possibility must be borne in mind. If a certain vulgate character were
due to a factor V which" is carried by one of the chromosomes t h a t pair
with the turgidum chromosomes, then V and v would be distributed at
random to the gametes; but it might happen that l& chromosome-v
pollen functioned while 14 ehromosome-V pollen was eliminated, partiMly or completely. While this possibility points to the need for ca~ltion,
I have no doubt t h a t an association between the extra chromosomes and
some of the vulya#e characters does exist.
In studying these crosses attention has been directed to the shape
of the glume, the density of the ear, and to certain straw characters,
while confirmatory evidence is given by a consideration of vigour and
fertility. The number of characters studied was not large, but the
general conclusions reached are amply confirmed by a close examination
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of the plants themselves, though a closer definition and description of
differences is di~cult to make. Comment must be made on the frequency with wlfieh plants like the parent forms use obtained from the
crosses. So far, considering both the crosses in which Yeoman as well
as those in. which Iron was the vulga~'e parent, 60 plants have been
obtained fl'om the cross F~ 9 • T c?; and we have seen that there has
been no elimination of types through sterility. Yet ou# of these 60 plants
at least ~l were typically turgidu~n and did not differ much from ].~ivet.
lVforeover these 4 plants were homozygous for the factor for keel and
for the factor 'for awns, and only 21 pla~lts in all were homozygous :for
these factors; and again, some of the plants that were less typically
turgidum presumably owed this to their possessing some extra wdgare
chromosomes. In view of the fact t h a t the F 1 has 1~ segregating pairs
of chromosomes and that 2 ~ = about 17,000 this is very mtrprising;
and it would seem that we must regard the turgidum chromosomes as
very similar to the 14 from vulgate with which they pair. I think this
must be taken as strong evidence for a simple polyploid relationship
between the twb species, but even so the closeness of the similarity is
surprising, and it is hoped that a critical investigation of i n s question
can be carried out.
~UMMAi%Y.
The paper gives a preliminary account of the genetics of crosses between Triticum tzt~'gidztm~dth 14 chromosomes (haploid) and T. ~ulgare
with 21. The cytology of the cross has been described in earlier papers.
It is pointed out that although the two species are sharply separated
from one another, and easily recognised, there are few characters t h a t
are found in all forms of the one and no forms of the other, t~Ioreover
one of the characters that serves absolutely to distinguish the species,
and the one usually relied'on, is the g h m e keel found in turgidum and
not in vzdgare, and this character can be transferred from one species
to the other by crossing, Yet if we extract from the cross forms with
28 and forms with. ~2 chromosomes the two series so ot~tained are still
sharply separated from one another; partly because some characters
that distinguish the parent varieties, rather than the species, are associated with chromosome number.
In crosses between wheat species of the second (28 chromosome) and
third (42 chromosome) groups, and in certain back crosses described
in the text, grain germination is largely dgtermined by the chromosome
constitution of the endospemn. Germination is goocl if the extra w.@are
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chromosomes are all diploid or tMploid in the endosperm bu:l; b a d if
some of l~hem are only l?resen~ in the haploid condition.
The d e v e l o p m e n t of pollen grains f r o m microspores, in the p a r t i a l l y
sterile vulga~'e x tu~'gidum F:t, has been described,
]~eeiprocal back crosses between gee F I and the two p a r e n t f o r m s
have been s t u d i e d . Direc~ counts have confirmed ~he earlier, indirec~
conclusion, t h a t the fully fertile ~'1 egg-cells m o s t l y have a c h r o m o s o m e
n u m b e r intermediate between 14 and 21; and t h a t in the F1 pollen the
sterility falls m o s t heavily on the pollen grains with intermediate c h r o m o some numbers, and greatly increases the chance tha~ fertilisation will
be effec~ed b y those with the parenSal numbers.
Considering some of the cha,racgers t h a t differentiate the species, it
is found ghag 14 chromosome pollen carries m a i n l y tu~'gidum characters,
and 17-21 c h r o m o s o m e pollen mainly wdya~'e characters. The egg-cells
tend on the whole to be genetically intermediate.
C o m m e n t is m a d e on the fact t h a t the results do not a p p e a r ~o disclose the existence of m a n y factor differences between the 14 t u s g i d u m
chromosomes and ~he 14 from w@a~'e with which t h e y pair, a n d ~hat
strong evidence for g simple polyploid relationship l~etween t h e two
species is o b t a i n e d in this way.
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EXPLANATION

OF P L A T E S X X I I I - - X X I V .
PLATE XXIII.

Fig. 1. Ears of: c~, T. turgidum vat. I{ivet; b, El; c, T. wdgars var. Swedish Iron. 1Vragnifi.
cM~ion • -},
PL~T~ XXIV.
Fi~so. l, 2, 4 and 5, one alums per pclant h'om the reciprocals b,~ckccrosses; classified within
each cross for the factor K. Fig. 3, two glumcs each from T. ~urgidum, wm R,ivcg, F~
and T. vulga,re wm Swedish Iron; .Fig. 1, vulgate ? x F 1 c2; Fig. 2, F 1 9 x vulture 63
:Fig. 4, ~urgidum ~ x/~'1c~; Fig. 5, F 1 ~ x turgidum ~. Magnification x ~.
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